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OLDGRANDDAD-TURNERAVENUE
See Mammoth Cave Reports, pages 10-12
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A Sad Story (Attn: Old Timers)
A long time director of another organization indicated that he had a lot of the early records, history, and
photographs of the organization. He was planning on
bringing them to one of our directors meetings so that
they could become a part of the organization archives.
Well, he died before that happened. After a reasonable
length of time following his death, I contacted his wife
to see if it was possible to obtain the material. She
advised me that he must have saved every piece of
paper he ever had, and that she and his daughter
started going through his papers, but found that the job
would just be too overwhelming, so they TRASHED
IT ALL. Don't let this happen to your things.
As CRF approaches it 50-year mark next year, we
are making an effort to collect and archive our history,
in the form of letters, papers, photographs, maps or
anything that would reflect happenings in the last 50
years. We also will be putting together a library of
books and cave related memorabilia. We have already
received the book collections of several old time
CRFers, as well as papers, maps, photographs and old
caving equipment. Anything "cave related" is desired.
Your "stuff' is important, don't let it be trashed.
Donate your books, papers, photographs, maps,
cave equipment, and cave memorabilia to CRF. It's
also tax deductible. Please contact Roger McClure,
4700 Amberwood Drive, Dayton, OH 45424 or (937)
233-3561 or

50th Anniversary

Cave Research Foundation Board of Directors
President - Scott
Vice President - Joel Despain,
Treasurer - Bob Hoke,
Secretary - Bernie Szukalski,
Hamilton Valley Director - Pat Kambesis
George Crothers, Charles Fox, Joyce Hoffmaster,
Pat Seiser, Diana Tomchick

Can you believe it, CRF WILL BE 50 YEARS
OLD NEXT YEAR! We are planning to have a BIG
PARTY at Hamilton Valley to celebrate the occasion
in October 2007. Watch our web site for more details
as they develop. PLAN ON BEING THERE!!! !!!

Operations Council
Barbe Barker (Guadalupes), Mick Sutton (Ozarks),
Pat Helton & Bruce Rogers (Lava Beds), Dave West
(Eastern), John Tinsley (Sequoia/Kings Canyon)

Weare doing some minor renovating/restoration
of the Spelee Hut, and need interior photos from back
in the 1960 -1970 time period. Check your photo files.
Contact Roger McClure, 4700 Amberwood Drive,
Dayton, OH 45424, (937) 233-3561, e-mail,

For information about the CRF contact:
Dr. Chris Groves
Hoffman Environmental Research Institute
Department of Geography and Geology
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, KY 42101, phone 270-745-5201
Donations to CRF should be sent to:
Bob Hoke, CRF Treasurer
6304 Kaybro St.
Laurel, MD 20707-2621

Wanted - Spelee Hut Photos

Cover Photo
Old Granddad in Turner Avenue (Unknown Cave) is a
major landmark along the historic original Flint RidgeMammoth Cave connection route. Ted Hartman holds
the flash beyond the column in this 1987 photo by
Ralph Earlandson.
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I REGIONAL EXPEDITION REPORTS I
Lava Beds: Memorial Day Expedition, May 24-30, 2006
Expedition Leaders: Bill Devereaux and Bruce Rogers
What a weekend! What was anticipated to be a
low-key Memorial Day weekend with just a few CRF
researchers working at Lava Beds actually turned out
to be a busy time with 16 people working and a lateseason snowfall leaving 5 inches of snow on the
ground by Saturday morning.
The weekend began on Wednesday, when Bill &
Peri Frantz returned an NPS computer with their digital virtual walk-through tour of Valentine Cave on it.
They also delivered the latest draft map of Catacombs
Cave for Liz Wolff to edit and return to John Tinsley
who has volunteered to produce the behemoth. Bruce
Rogers, Pat Helton, & Rich Steiger arrived the next
day, bringing a steel flat files map cabinet with custom-built, redwood drafting table top for the Research
Center. Bill and Peri had brought the accompanying
drafting stool with them. Park Service personnel joined
CRF members that evening for a potluck dinner and
discussions about the work each is doing at the Park.
On Friday, "under lowering skies," the Frantz's
left and Bill Devereaux, Liz & Jim Wolff, Mike Spiess, his daughter Kate, and their friend Katrina Margetts arrived. Pat and Bruce checked on the ice levels
in Merrill and Skull Caves and visited various other
caves with Rich, a new CRF N, and another visitor, to
orient them to the layout at Lava Beds and give them

Marc Hasbrouck (foreground) and Pat Helton
(background) surveying into Cute Little Cave. Abundant mosses and lichens cO/pet the low entrance to
this lava tube, and Spiny-fruited Goosebeny bushes
(Ribes roezlii cruentum) and Mountain Mahogany
(Cerocarpus montanus) make entry a prickly business.
This survey was started just after an "unseasonable"
snowstorm that left nearly 13 cm of snow on Memorial
Day weekend! Photo by Bruce Rogers.

an overview of the work to be done.
By Friday evening, snow that had been falling
lightly all afternoon finally started to fall in earnest
and the ground began to tum white. A blanket 5
inches deep covered the area by Saturday morning.
Roads were clear by late morning, and temperatures
continued to climb into the 60's during the day . It was
a brief, but beautiful show!
Kristen Ankiewicz arrived from the San Francisco
Bay Area after driving all night, Marc Hasbrouck arrived from Sacramento mid-morning Saturday, and
Pam Emberton drove in from Klamath Falls . Some
caught up on sleep while others went out on Saturday
afternoon to various projects. Steiger, Hasbrouck,
Helton, and Rogers began a survey of Cute Little Cave
near Valentine Cave that netted about 26 m (85 ft .) of
passage. Bill Devereaux led another group off to complete recon cards for 4 caves in the Eimers Bridges
area of the 10,5 00-year-old Devils Homestead flow,
then went out to get GPS locations on several caves in
the I 0,850-year-old Valentine Cave flow . Still others
worked on the Catacombs map edit.
On Sunday, Bill Broeckel arrived to continue
mapping Gutter Cave, one of the numerous caves he is

Pat Helton heads out of Sunshine Cave, one of the
monument 's most visited caves. Th e onion-shaped
passages are uncommon in lava tubes here. The ceiling is covered with thousands of stubby. jet black
lavacicles. Cracks in the tube lining. formed as the
Mammoth Basalt lava cooled some 40.000 years ago.
have allowed ground water rich in calcite to seep in
along cracks, plastering the tube lining with jirst
white, then ochre-colored films of calcite. A thin carpet ofpumice-rich soil covers theji-othy pahoehoe
floor of the cave. Photo by Bruce Rogers.
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documenting for the NFS in the adjacent Modoc National Forest. He flagged a series of caves in the Valentine flow for Bill Devereaux, who later found all the
marked caves and GPS'd the entrances. Bill Devereaux and Liz Wolff led a mapping team, including
Katie, Katrina, and Pam Emberton, to the north side of
Hardin Butte to finish the mapping effort on connecting three caves: Circle, Spotlight, and Crescent Moon.
On Monday departures began, but Bruce, Pat, &
Rich remained behind until Tuesday. Devereaux,
Broeckel, and Ankiewicz went to fix a recon card at
Turkey Cave, and also map Mono Mental Cave that
Rogers, Hasbrouck, and Steiger had found along the
Monument Road in the Eimers Trench the day before.

Bruce, Rich and Pat went on a lengthy trip to Sentinel
Cave on Monday to take a series of temperature readings throughout the cave. This will assist the study of
air movement in the cave.
Tuesday morning the Research Center was cleared
out and cleaned, and the remaining CRF members left
Lava Beds, leaving behind Sean Smith, a botanist doing inventories at the Monument for his Masters Thesis, and a little leftover snow spotting the park. We
met one last time with Superintendent Craig Dorman
and the new cave specialist Shane Fryer, freshly arrived from Sequoia-Kings-Canyon National Park, to
discuss future CRF work. It was another productive,
beautiful weekend at Lava Beds.

Lava Beds: Fourth of July Expedition, June 28 - July 5, 2006
Expedition Leaders: Bill Devereaux and Bruce Rogers
What a difference a month makes! Over Memorial Day snow fell for a day; this weekend temperatures rose into the 90's. CRF members this trip were
Liz and Jim Wolff, Kristen Ankiewicz, Bill Devereaux, Greg Huston, Cyndie Walck, Bruce Rogers, and
Pat Helton who were joined by Shane Fryer and Jason
Mateljak from the Lava Beds staff. During mid-week,
the early arrivals went out to Big Money Cave to complete the survey work there. Cyndie Walck, Jason
Mateljak, Ryan Janway, Shane Fryer, Mike Spiess,
and Jim Wolff spent two days working in the cave and
completed 51 stations for 225 m (739 ft.). Shane is
now working on the map of the cave.

Jim WolfJ (Ie}i) and Bntce Rogers, (right) surveying
Miserable Little Cave, actually an interesting crawlway lava tube undeserving of its unfortunate name.
Originally the tube was nearly 7 m in diameter, but the
last/low down the tube failed to totally drail1 out, leaving only a 0.6-m-high arched passage. The cave is
.floored with 3 to 5-on-high, amO/phous silica-covered
lava corallo ids. Also note stubby lavacicles covering
ceiling and a thin cover of pumice and organic-poor
soil co vering the floor. Photo by Pat Helton.

On Saturday morning, after everyone else had
arrived, Shane presented a list of projects that the
Monument would like to see done, primarily a number
of surveys that had been started but never completed.
He also rolled out some further refined protocols for
cave reconnaissance and surveying.

Jim Woljfsnickers as Bruce Rogers painfully crawls
out of Zen a Cave, one of the smaller lava tubes in the
10,500 year-old Valentine Flow. Zena Cave formed as
a shallow surface tube atop the Valentine flow as it
coursed around Schonchin Butte (background). Fingers of lava bubbled up out of a small skylight, then
drained back into the cave as the lava flow cooled.
These overflow lobes then cooled to form a lava
"flower" around the skylight; later collapse of the 30em-thick ceiling has allowed access to the tube. The
ground in this part of the Monument is covered with
pumice from entptions from Glass Mountain about
900 years ago. The Desert Sage (Salvia dorrii carnosa), Western Juniper (Juniperus occidental is), and
Mountain Mahogany (Cerocarpus montanus) are typical vegetation of the nearly mile high monument.
Photo by Pat Helton.
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On Saturday Bill, Liz, Greg, Kristen, Cyndie, and
Shane hiked out to survey the reportedly 'small' Mahogany Cave. On further examination, they found a
great deal of complexity, as well as numerous rat nests
of varying ages, one of which was occupied by a rat
curious about the visitors. No one had a camera, unfortunately, and the resident went on its way unphotographed. The survey work continued through some of
the complex portions of the cave, and was terminated
for the day due to the late hour after completing 88 m
(290 ft.) of survey. The following day Cyndie, Bill,
Shane, and Greg returned and completed an additional
137.5 m (451 ft .) in this "small" cave.
Meanwhile Jim, Bruce, and Pat returned to Miserable Little Cave to complete the survey of this 'simple
little' cave begun over Memorial Day. The survey of
Miserable Little Cave (a name that Rogers opinioned
"should never be applied to any cave") was fairly
quickly finished off despite most passage being "<1"
foot high. For a mighty 57.5 m (188 ft.) of cave, the
effort was considerable. After this entertaining interlude, the party moved up the Valentine Cave Trench
and obtained GPS locations for Sug'r Bridge and
Yadda-yadda Bridge. After sorting out multiple names
for several adjacent caves, they spotted yet another

Kristen Ankiewicz (foreground) walks along the 1938vintage, C C C-built trail in the upper levels of Sentinel Cave. Shane Fryer (background) is returning from
making a temperature and relative humidity measurement in a parallel passage. Sentinel Cave is one of the
major lava tubes in the Monument with six levels
stacked over each other that are accessible via narrow
chimneys, squeezeways, and "fascinating" climbs.
The original lining of the upper passages has peeled
off, leaving a wilderness of breakdown ranging up to 4
m in diameter strewn over the floor. The white crusts
and traceries shown here are largely made of calcite;
lower in the cave they are made of opalescent cristobalite. The lowest level was a glaciere with deposits
of a rare, meta-stable sodium suljite hydrate moonmilk, but recent climatic warming has dried out the
cave 's passages and the moonmilk has sublimated into
"The Ethers." Photo by Bruce Rogers.

cave in the trench. A recon card for the newly named
Valentine Tunnel and a GPS location were quickly
completed.
On Sunday, Bruce & Pat met with Resource Manager David Larson and Shane to visit the Monument
archives. Several original cave maps made in the
1920's by Judson D. Howard-"Father of Lava
Beds"-were located in the archives. The original
1963 Stewart Peck cave maps were not located, but
they may be in another storage area that will be
searched this fall. If these cannot be found, Bruce will
furnish the Park with copies of some of these maps
that Rogers borrowed and copied last fall from Peck's
personal files. Bruce spent a great deal of time at the
Research Center digitally drafting some of his cave
maps while Pat spent considerable time doing CRF
paperwork and detailing parts of the Research Center.
Bill Devereaux went to the Valentine flow again and
GPS'd 8 of the 10 cave entrances.
On Monday afternoon Bruce, Cyndie, Shane,
Kristen, and Pat made a trip through Sentinel Cave on
Cave Loop in order to view and discuss geologic features, their names, how they formed in lava tubes, and
what their significance is. For example, Bruce was
able to show everyone the differences between
benches, aprons, curldowns, levees, gutters & scrolls.

Jason Mateljak takes notes during the survey of Mahogany Cave. Once thought to be velY small, further
exploration has revealed more passage with soft soil
floors (a real treat in most lava tubes) and intact
lavacicle-studded ceilings. This survey was cut short
by discovery of a Townsend's Big-eared bat
(Corynorhinus townsendii palenses) snoozing in the
passage. Not wanting to disturb the little fellow since
he is a Species of Special Concern (and easily disturbed by even the most careful of explorers), the party
exited the cave. The jet black-colored lavacicles photograph white because their surfaces are partly covered with a thinfilm of white calcite. Photo by Kristen
Ankiewicz. We have her permission to use this photo in
the CRF Newsletter.
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In addition, map symbology was discussed so that
these features can be accurately depicted on surveys
and itemized on the new Cave Inventory forms . The
Park would like to request that Bruce return to conduct
more geologic trips for their personnel; but when he
asked about it at work, his supervisor at the USGS
(like the NPS, also a part of the Department of the
Interior) responded that he could do whatever he
wanted to do ... on his own time ... as there's no longer
any budget for this sort of outreach activity. Oh well,
nothing ventured, nothing gained.
The new Research Center continues to be used by
a variety of researchers. This weekend there was a

group from the University of Utah who were fieldchecking a predictive model of where invasive plants
are likely to take hold. In addition, Sean Smith, the
plant inventory researcher, was back briefly to continue his work on his Masters Thesis (he had also been
working there around Memorial Day) but wisely went
home for the weekend when the CRF cavers invaded
the Research Center!
Extensive discussions took place with Shane and
other Monument staff about management of the Research Center and strategies to attract more cavers to
work with the CRF group at Lava Beds.

Ozark Trips: August 2005 - January 2006
By Mick Sutton
(Editor 's note: Input and some of the text by Scott
House, Michael Carter, Tom Panion, James Corsentino, Dan Lamping, Jim Ruedin, Andy Free, Ben
Miller, Jon Beard and Bob Osburn)
August 12,2005 : Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, George
Bilbrey and Nettie Sitting-up (Mark Twain National
Forest) resumed the biological inventory of Still
Spring Cave in Douglas County, first filling in the gap
we had traveled through last time - the Turnpike up to
the T -Junction. We then went along Blue Rock A venue, getting as far as the junction with the southtrending Y -survey and some way down the latter. The
main line beyond this junction becomes wetter, with a
series of hands and knees water crawls.
The most notable difference from two weeks earlier was a much larger number of pipistrelles and longeared bats, together with a few little brown and gray
bats. Most of the bats were very alert and active and
are probably starting to check out wintering sites. One
interesting observation was of a small opilionid
(harvestman). The genus is being worked on, but they
are classed as trogloxenes - this is at odds with the
deep cave setting where we found them. It will take at
least one more trip to frnish up the wet northeast end
of the cave.
August 13,2005: Tom Panian led Peter Abrams and
Mark Andrich out to the Pit Crawl in Fisher Cave
(Meramec State Park), where a passage continues
across the top of the pit, needing an exposed traverse
to get into it. Rigging was rendered difficult by lack of
maneuvering room on the near side of the pit, while
the actual traverse was rendered more interesting by
disintegrating handholds. The crew mapped about 100
ft. beyond the pit, beyond which the passage opens up
to 5 ft . high, 12 ft. wide, constricted by rock ledges.
(The good news is, it goes. The bad news is, it goes).
The return traverse was even hairier than the outward

bound trip owing to copious amounts of wet mud. For
future trips, installing a permanent traverse line with
bolts would be desirable.
On the same day, Dan Lamping, Kim Chiles and
Jim Ruedin surveyed in the Hugh Dill Room, a large
passage accessed through a long water crawl. They
mapped 200 ft. of trunk to a breakdown area, which
has several good leads with air flow.
Meanwhile, there was a photography and biology
trip to Pittman Cave (MTNF, Laclede County). The
crew (Michael Carter, Max White, Ben McCall, Charley White, Ron Kittle and Chris Kittle) went up the
Left Fork stream passage, counting large fauna and
photographing the decorated Coliseum Room and the
bedrock-floored passage leading to the sump.
August 14,2005: The Fisher Cave survey was picked
up from the previous day by Dan Lamping, Kim
Chiles and Tony Schmitt. Since there was a chance for
more rain, they decided not to go back into the Hugh
Dill Room. Instead, they mapped about 100 ft. of
twisted canyon in the Crystal Room, with about the
same amount left to do.
September 3,2005: Mick and Sue returned to Still
Spring Cave, completing for now the biological inventory of the longest MTNF cave. The aim was to examine as much of the northeast end of the cave as practical. We covered about 80% of the passages beyond the
point where we stopped on the last trip. Nothing outstanding was noted, but we added a relatively rare,
undescribed troglobitic spider to the fauna list. An
observation of a pine leaf floating in the stream, suggests rather open connections to the surface somewhere upstream. Although more could be done, we
have probably reached the point of diminished returns,
and a fairly decent biological summary of the cave can
be made.
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September 16: Scott House did a service trip to work
on cave information with MTNF personnel.
September 17-18,2005: There was a well-attended
two-day restoration effort in Onyx Cave (Pulaski
County), a past commercial cave recently acquired by
MTNF. The clean-up crew consisted of Scott House,
Jim Kaufmann, Dan Lamping, Bob Osburn, Kim
Chiles, Dawn Cardace, Leonard Butts, Tom Panian,
Andy Free, Michael Carter, Max White, Rita Worden,
Eric Hertzler and Mike Freeman. A good deal of material associated with the old tour-cave operation was
removed from the first section of trunk passage.
On the same day, Sue Hagan with help from Mick
Sutton led another trip in a series of teaching caving
basics as part of a YMCA "Becoming an Outdoors
Woman" course. The participants seemed to enjoy it,
even those whom it convinced not to go caving again.
We managed to get some basic conservation notions
across and to dispel some myths (If you shine a flashlight at a cave salamander for too long, it will go
blind!). Part of the objective was to check a possible
Indiana bat situation. It was three weeks earlier in the
season than last year, when we'd seen about 100 probable Indiana bats. This time, about a dozen Indiana
bats were in small clusters in the entrance areas. Further into the cave, we found a cluster of four square
feet of bats. These were not observed closely, as they
were alert and soon took flight. From the deeper cave
setting and flightiness, it would seem more likely a
gray bat than an Indiana bat cluster. The cave lacks
major accumulations of guano, but may well be a gray
bat transient cave as well as an Indiana bat hibernaculum.
September 24, 2005 : The ONSR public-use caves project continued with the first of a series of trips to Branson Cave, which has an unusually rich faunal assemblage, considering that there seem to be no exceptional
fuel sources. Bob Osburn and Aine Steiner continued
remapping the main passage, while Mick Sutton and
Sue Hagan did a general bio-inventory. As noted in
earlier trips, small numbers of colonial bats use the
cave, probably as a transitory site. Two earlier records
(1940 and 1979) of the collection of large numbers of
the very rare isopod Caecidotea serrata are a mystery.
No isopods were seen during this trip and despite the
presence of many shallow, muddy pools and intermittent muddy stream beds, there is nothing that resembles decent isopod habitat.
The highlight of the trip came when Sue spotted a
small carabid beetle wandering around on the floor this suspiciously resembled a typical troglobitic trechine beetle common in caves east of the Mississippi.
Closer examination showed this was indeed the case the only problem is that this group of eyeless troglo-

bites is completely absent from the Ozarks, or was
until now. We at first accused Bob of having accidentally imported the beetle from Kentucky, but follow-up
work showed that it does indeed belong in Branson
Cave, and is an undescribed new species of Pseudanophtha/mus, a long way from any of its congeners.
September 28,2005 : Scott House, Tim Breen (ONSR)
and Rick Clawson (MDC) went to Coalbank Cave in
ONSR to check on its status. Coalbank houses a large
summer colony of gray bats, and recently there was a
good deal of concern when the entrance became almost blocked by washed-in sediment. An excavation
to open the entrance back up seems to be holding, and
bats did use the cave in the past summer. The crew
measured guano piles and did a general check of the
outer portions of the cave.
October 8, 2005 : Several crews worked on the survey
ofPittrnan Cave. Andy Free, Michael Carter, Laura (?)
and two new MSM members mapped 250 feet of the
main passage. Andy estimates there is less than 400
feet of passage left to the sump room, including a
small side passage. One more survey trip should finish this branch ofthe cave.
Matt Goska, Joel (?) and James Corsentino surveyed in the Right Branch. They netted less than 200
feet before reaching a water crawl that will require
total immersion, for which they were not prepared.
The cave is rumored to continue beyond the crawl for
some distance. In the vicinity of the water-crawl, there
are multiple windows that allow one to view, but not
access, what may be an upper level.
Multiple clusters of bats were observed in the
entrance room - a fair amount of guano was also present indicating they have been using this room during
the summer. Many spent Cyalume sticks were found in
the right branch and removed. The path to the cave is
well traveled and judging from the trash in the right
branch, non-organized cavers have been exploring the
cave fairly recently.
October 15,2005: Scott House and Jerry Wagner did
cave resource inventory at ONSR. They started at
Welch Spring Cave where they helped get the biology/
photography trip into the cave. Then they put canoes
in at Baptizing Hole near Blue Spring. First they
crossed the river and briefly visited Baptizing Hole
Spring Cave. Since the large sign which drew attention
to an otherwise inconspicuous entrance was removed,
traffic has dropped considerably. The new courtesy
sign was intact. They stopped at Nill Cave, a gray bat
maternity site. No one seemed to have been past the
gate since its recent installment. The bat roost had
moved closer to the entrance, presumably as a result of
less disturbance. The guano area was just as large,
indicating at least 11,000 bats during the summer.
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The Welch Spring Cave biology crew consisted of
Mick Sutton, Emily Ficker, Michael Carter, Max
White and Jess Heim. They did a general bioinventory covering most of the cave but omitting the
southernmost side passage for lack of time. Michael
concentrated on photography, first in the entrance area
pools, then in southern main passage. There was evidence of slight use of the cave by gray bats. Three or
four probable gray bats were observed, and there were
two small areas of recent guano accumulation. Neither
area amounted to much, but was more than would be
likely from solitary bat roosting. That the guano was
recent was indicated by fungal growth and guanovores
including a Tingupa millipede. The number of bats
would probably be in the tens rather than hundreds, but
that's an increase from zero in this cave which historically housed large numbers of gray bats.
October 16, 2005: On the Pioneer Forest, the largest
private landholding in Missouri, Scott House, Tom
Panion and Val Schmidt went to Sugar Camp Hollow
Cave. This was a nice little cave. A main level turned
to crawl way pretty quickly and eventually ended in a
tight spot with no air. An upper level was more interesting and sporting, with a couple of climbs and a couple of small rooms stacked one on top of the other.
October 22,2005 : Scott and Patti House floated from
Powder Mill to Log Yard on the Current River. They
noticed several channel changes, including a major one
at Larkin Ford Cave. Several cave leads were noted,
but Brandyweide Cave could not be positively identified . A winter return will be needed, as leaf drop had
not cooperated this fall.
October 26, 2005: George Bilbrey assisted Rick Clawson (MDC) in assessing the gray bat hibernaculum at
Mose Prater Cave on ON SR.
November 5,2005 : As part of the ONSR public-use
caves project, Mick and Sue went to Round Spring
Cave to assess the bait stations left three months ago.
The high energy (cat food) bait was mostly gone; the
wood was reset to slightly drier locations. Bat numbers
were very low , with none at all in the entrance passage. We then went to Branson Cave where we
counted bats and set six baited pitfall traps in hopes of
capturing additional specimens of the troglobitic
carabid beetle. We looked but did not find any
carabids wandering around. Bats included the usual
large number of pipistrelles, a few little brown bats
and two very small clusters of gray bats.
November II, 2005 : Jim Ruedin led a Current River
float trip and did some cave monitoring en route . They
checked out Luther Williams, Sierra and Twin Rocks
Caves, and noted two other small unidentified caves.

November 13,2005 : As a follow up to the CRF annual
meeting in Cape Girardeau, Scott House took Bernie
Szukalski, Rick Toomey and Elizabeth Winkler to
Berome Moore Cave, one of the major Perry County
systems. They noted that some restoration work is in
order. The famous Pleistocene cat tracks were mostly
intact, although some had been stepped on.
November 14,2005 : Mick Sutton and Tim Breen
(ONSR biologist) went to Branson Cave to check the
pitfall traps set on November 5. We also searched the
general areas of the traps and searched the un-trapped
bait areas left previously. We found no additional
troglobitic beetles, which at least confmns one fact we
already guessed - these beetles are very scarce. We did
pick up some additions to the known Branson Cave
fauna, including the undescribed troglobitic spider
Islandiana sp. We then went to Bluff Cave and collected specimens of mostly twilight zone invertebrates.
Bat numbers were very low - only 4 or 5 pipistrelles
were present.
November 19, 2005 : For the ONSR public-use caves
project, Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan went to Bunker
Hill Cave, in a side valley off the Jacks Fork. This is
an ungated cave, relatively popular with casual cavers
because it is shown on the topo map. We did a general
bioinventory of the whole cave, collecting samples
where appropriate. We added to the known fauna list
of the cave with Tingupa millipedes, Bactrurus amphipods, etc. Bat habitation was very sparse in the outer
section of cave, but large numbers of pipistrelles and a
few gray bats were encountered in the large passages
beyond a stream crawl.
November 26,2005: Sue and Mick made a short return
trip to Branson Cave to remove the pitfall traps.
Analysis of the trap contents revealed no additional
rare beetles, but they did provide a great deal of insight
into relative abundances of some of the more common
Branson Cave invertebrates (the commonest is an arrhopalitid springtail).
November 30,2005 : Scott House and Phil Moss
(Ozarks Underground Lab.) did some cave monitoring
on ONSR. Phil placed charcoal dye-trace bugs at
Flowstone Spring Cave and McCubbin Spring. They
then went to Blue Spring on the Jacks Fork; dye bugs
were replaced and a courtesy sign installed on Hospital
Cave. Scott also did a quick through trip of Hospital,
checking for animals and visitation as part of routine
monitoring.
December 3, 2005: There was a Fitton Cave, Arkansas, trip. Scott House, Pete Lindsley, Diana Tomchick
and Bill Steele continued the resketch of West Crystal
Passage. Only one station could not be positively
found . They continued until they tied the sketch into
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James Corsentino's sketch of the West Crystal Room.
A little bit more needs to be done here. In the same
general area, Andy Free, Ben Gallagher, Kyle Rybacki
and Masafumi Lai resketched the Gypsum Flat Room,
beginning near the gate in Crystal Passage. There are
some very nice, large and clear selenite needles in the
passage. Luckily the trail stays to the left and they
have been left intact. After this the passage is littered
with gypsum crust, intact and fallen. This passage has
also seen very little traffic as it is not on any trade
route.
Two crews also went to the Schemerhorn Cutoff
area for resketch and resurvey. Bob Osburn, Mike
Pearson, Will Harris and Hunter Lainier made up the
resketch crew. They found all survey stations despite
someone having made a considerable effort to remove
them. Ben Miller, Jenny Lippmann and Paul Woods
meanwhile resurveyed Schemerhorn, including several
side passages.
December 13,2005: Dan Lamping and Kim Chiles
checked out a cave lead in Dark Hollow near Jerktail
Landing (ONSR). They found a small cave about 20 ft.
long and 1-2 ft. high - that was the only cave feature
noted within Dark Hollow.
December 14: Scott House with Dan and Kim surveyed a small new cave on ONSR. Beal View Cave
was only 37 ft. long.
December 15-16: Dan and Kim surveyed Red Bluff
Shelter while hiking the Blair Creek section of the
Ozark Trail. The shelter is difficult to find from the top
and even more difficult to get to. It took a while to
survey as Kim was learning to sketch. The following
day, they hiked the Current River section of the trail,
checking some cave leads on the way. They did a good
search but found nothing more than a few small shelters and some suspicious holes that went nowhere but
could have been mistaken for caves from a distance.
December 17,2005: Mick and Sue went to Lost Man
Cave on the lower Current, another of the six caves in
the ONSR public-use caves project. Lost Man is a permit cave, gated with an older design gate, and open for
recreational caving. We inventoried the whole cave.
Bat use was moderate, but did include a few gray bats.
December 29,2005: Bob Taylor and Roy Gold went
looking for a reported cave in Stone County on MTNF
land. They contacted some local folk and found that
the reason Breadtray Mountain Cave was missing is
that someone has supposedly covered the entrance

with a big flat rock. They managed to narrow the
search area for next time.
January 9, 2006: After a follow-up trip to Breadtray
Mountain, Bob and Roy concluded that the cave on
Breadtray Mountain is a legend without much to back
it up. They were however shown a promising looking
sink, which they feel that with a little digging would
lead to a cave.
January 16,2006: Mick, Sue and George Bilbrey resumed the survey of Sloan Cave, Howell County
(MTNF). We mapped about 450 ft. up the stream
crawl, including some upper level side passages.
January 21, 2006: There was a working weekend on
caves of the MTNF Rolla-Houston District. Bob
Lerch, Joel Laws, Dan Lamping and Amber Spohn
began a survey of Apple Dumpling Cave, Phelps
County (MTNF).
On the same day, a larger crew went to Hamilton
Cave, Phelps County. Bob Osburn, Joe Sikorski, Brian
Sides and Tom Evans stared mapping the big trunk
passage, while Sue Hagan and Mick Sutton did a general bio-inventory before joining the mapping crew.
The cave is a fairly major pipistrelle hibemaculum
(>200), but we saw no other bats. There was evidence
of past use by small numbers of colonial bats, but no
major guano accumulations.
January 22, 2006: The Hamilton Cave survey resumed
the next day, with Bob Osburn, Scott House, James
Corsentino, Jeff Crews, Kyle Rybecki and one other.
They completed the main trunk, leaving a pit and some
minor side passages to be completed.
Dan Lamping, Bob Lerch, Joel Laws, Amber
Spohn and Joe Sikorski completed the survey of Apple
Dumpling Cave, for a total of 450 ft. Amber will be
drafting the map. The cave featured roots throughout
the cave and numerous pipistrelles. Jon Beard, Michael Carter and Andy Free wrestled with a survey of
Pederson Cave, mapping slightly over 100 feet horizontally and over 80 feet vertically. The entire cave is
an enechelon set of high, narrow, vertical slots. With
the exception of water flowing down the east wall,
carrying some deposited silt, and some water washing
into the entrance sink, it doesn't appear that water has
had a major role in the development of the cave. The
negotiable width of passages never exceeds 4 ft., averaging 2 ft. The party also did some biological inventory.
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Mammoth Cave: New Year's Expedition: Dec. 30, 2005 - Jan. 2, 2006
Expedition Leader: Charles Fox
This year's New Year' s expedition was HUGE.
We had a total of 47 people who stayed in or passed
through camp and fielded 20 trips of Cartography and
Lesser Caves. 1,365 feet of new survey was done plus
an additional 3,420 .85 feet of resurvey. For a second
year running, the weather was near perfect-mild to
warm and NO snow or ice. On Friday, Bob Lodge
went ridge walking in Deer Park Hollow, looking for
four misplaced caves. He spent a couple of hours wandering the area, but to no avail. All was not lost,
though, since he got four hours of exercise, a refresher
course in the use of a GPS, made friends with two
deer, and was reminded repeatedly that rock, covered
by moss, covered by wet leaves, is quite slippery.
On Saturday, we fielded eleven trips. Charles
Swedlund led Richard Young, Frank Wilhelm, and Pat
Bingham into Mammoth via the Historic Entrance.
They went to Blackall A venue to photograph a drawing. From there they went to Fairy Grotto to photograph other drawings, doing some other work along
the way . It was reported to have been a very productive trip .
Work in the Candlelight River area of Unknown
Cave is a priority since we need a good resurvey to tie
the entire system together. With this goal in mind,
Andy Free and John DeLong led teams to Agony Avenue resurvey and downstream Candlelight River in
Unknown Cave via the Austin Entrance. Andy's team
consisted of Joyce Hoffmaster and Laura Lexander.
After waving goodbye to John's team at the Shower
Shaft, they set to work resurveying Candlelight at B I
to try to get to Mick Sutton's 1986 survey from Lower
Lower Gravel ending at Bretz River/CLRjunction.
Meanwhile, John DeLong led Ann Kennsler and
Dave Matteson and worked on the resurvey of Agony
A vene and downstream Candlelight River. They found
that as they went up the passage that the passage was
slowly becoming lower and eventually wetter, eventually requiring getting very wet. The parties met shortly
after 9:00 p.m. and proceeded out of the cave, arriving
back at Hamilton Valley with in minutes of their 3:00
a.m. sign-in time .
Pete Zabrok led Peter Bosted, Dan Gregor, and
Issam Bou Jaude into Mammoth via the Historic Entrance to Janet's River to survey leads in an upper
level off of the dome with no name where Pete had
rigged a rope over the Thanksgiving expedition. They
reportedly knocked off all the remaining leads and
moved the rope to Albert's Domes . Details are sparse
since Zabrok still owes us a trip report.
Bob Lodge led Rick Hoechstetter and Elizabeth
Winkler into Roppel to the Hell Canyon area . They got

a little confused along the way, but got there and had
time for a little surveying before having to head out of
the cave.
Bob Osburn took a group consisting of Ralph
Hartley, Bob Alderson, and Steve Ormeroid into Proctor Cave to begin the resketch of the Bridge A venue
trunk. The deep pool was mercifully only 2 feet deep.
After about 400 feet, a ceiling level passage was noted
that connected in at least 3 places, so they decided to
split off two party members to work the upper passage
and continue with two in the lower. The upper passage
was surveyed for approximately 600 feet and two
branches continue; although not large and glorious,
they are virgin at the point where survey will begin
next time .
Tom Brucker led Greg Sholly, Gary Resch, and
Bob Zimmerman into the Sanford Shortcut in Unknown. They picked up a previous survey at station T9
and surveyed the upper tube segments with a T A survey . Three segments were mapped, and the T was advanced to T31. No leads were found but they had a
grand time playing in the mud . Sanford may be a
shortcut, but it's not an optimal route.
A photo trip led by Michael Carter and consisting
of Ann Bosted, Candy Leek, and Jeff Smith went into
the Violet City entrance of Mammoth. They photographed their way along from the Chimes Formations
to the climbing pole, stope marks and Main Cave passage at St. Catherine's City, Settle's Gorge, the Fairy
Grotto, Solitary Cave, and Humble Chute crawlway.
Dave West led Karen Willmes and Judy Ormeroid
into Edwards A venue in Great Onyx Cave. They went
to the end of Edwards A venue to finish up leads in the
area. They cleaned up a number of things and then
went up into the upper level to survey the large room
above the first dome . Some splays were set and a few
shots taken into a small side chamber with a well
washed pit. There are some remaining leads in this
area; some are small. (Karen fit ; Dave did not.)
Dale Andreatta took Fred Schumann and Bryan
Signorelli to Cotton Gin Cave. They surveyed 60 feet
and found that it has a low, going lead moving air.
This one needs a return trip . Stan Sides led yet another trip into Stan's Well, followed by Gary Berdeaux, John Feil and Norman Warnell. They moved
much rock and progressed about another 10 feet, lured
on by the sound of bigger passage ahead.
On Sunday, we put another eight parties into the
cave. Charles Swedlund took a group consisting of
Richard Young, Frank Wilhelm, and Dave Spence into
the Carmichael Entrance and down into EI Ghor to
continue the cave art documentation project. Notable
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finds included a very subtle drawing of an American
Eagle and a "Santa". It was a productive trip.
Dave West went back to Edwards Avenue in
Great Onyx Cave, followed by Karen Wi limes and Pat
Bingham. They mopped up a number of leads, but
found more small leads. Dave noted that a small, good
climber might be able to climb up at B9 to get to a
ledge that may give access to the three high leads at
the top of the dome. Only smaller people will continue
from F9 to the dome beyond.
Michael Carter led Ann Bosted, Jeff Smith, Laura
Lexander, and Issam Bou Jaoude on a photography
trip into Carmichael. They first went to EI Ghor to
photograph two areas that were missed on a previous
trip: Queen Victoria's Crown and the Hanging Rocks.
With this completed, they moved on toward Cathedral
Domes and photographed the large draperies just before Pinson's Pass and Cathedral Domes proper.
Tom Brucker led John DeLong, Gary Resch,
Brian Signorelli, Peter Zabrok, and Fred Schuman to
the Sanford Shortcut in Unknown Cave. They cleared
up some errors in a previous survey and then continued the main survey line from T31 and followed the
charmingly muddy passage to its junction with Storm
Sewer at T46 (existing S64) . A lower level passage
that would best be tied to T41 still remains to be done.
Peter Bosted took Bob Alderson, Bob Zimmerman, and Greg Sholly in to Carlos Way in Mammoth
Cave via the Historic Entrance. They put in nearly 500
feet of survey in a rather convoluted and confusing
area consisting of interconnected levels and gooey
mud. On the way out, Bob A. took the original upper
level traverse to save time, while the rest of the group
did the new lower up/down ropes using full vertical
gear. Bob confirmed that the upper route is indeed
"slick and exposed".
Bob Osburn offered to be "EL for a Day", so
Charles Fox led Dan Greger, Joyce Hoffmaster, and
Ralph Hartley into the Carmichael Entrance and to

Emily's Puzzle. They confirmed that a climbing lead
there needs either a good lead climber, or a sectional
ladder and a crew demented enough to carry it back
there to reach it. They then confirmed that a few "tight
leads" were too tight for even Joyce and therefore not
leads, but that the lead at DU II deserves a survey trip.
Stan Sides and Bob Osburn ridgewalked the Sides
property. Stan showed Bob several promising leads at
the north end of his property and they found several
previously overlooked new leads. Andy Free and Ann
Kensler also went ridge walking but found nothing of
interest.
Thanks to Matt Goska, who served as camp manager and Shirley Fox, who was my sanity check and all
around helper once again. Special thanks to Bob Osburn for filling in for me for a day so I could get into
the cave. As always, everyone pitched in to help as
needed and the entire group deserves a big THANK
YOU! It always amazes me that nearly 50 people
widely divergent people can get together in something
as chaotic as a caving expedition and get the job done
so smoothly and with so little conflict.
Deer Park Hollow - Bob Lodge; Cave Art - I) Charles Swedlund,
Richard Young, Frank Wilhelm, Pat Bingham; 2) Charles Swedlund,
Richard Young, Frank Wilhelm, Dave Spence; Candlelight River I) Andy Free, Joyce Hoffmaster, Laura Lexandcr; 2) John DcLong,
Ann Kennsler, Dave Matteson; Janet's River - Pete Zabrok, Peter
Bosted, Dan Gregor, Issam Bou Jaude: Roppel Cave - Bob Lodge,
Rick Hoechstetter, Elizabeth Winkler; River T -Survey - Bob Osburn, Ralph Hartley, Bob Alderson, Steve Ormcroid; Sanford
Shortcut - I) Tom Brucker, Greg Sholly, Gary Resch, Bob Zimmerman ; 2) Tom Brucker, John DeLong, Gary Resch, Brian Signorelli,
Peter Zabrok, Fred Schuman; Photography - I) Michael Carter,
Ann Bosted, Candy Leek, Jeff Smith; 2) Mich ael Carter, Ann
Bosted, Jeff Smith, Laura Lexander, Issam Bou Jaoude; Great
Onyx Cave - I) Dave West, Karen Willmes, Judy Ormeroid; 2)
Dave West, Karen Willmes, Pat Bingham; Cotton Gin Cave - Dale
Andreana, Fred Schumann, Bryan Signorclli ; Stan's Well - Stan
Sides, Gary Berdeaux, John Feil, Norman Warnell; Carlos Way Peter Bosted, Bob Alderson, Bob Zimmerman, Greg Sholly ;
Emily's Puzzle - Charles Fox, Dan Greger, Joyce Hoffmaster,
Ralph Hartley; Ridgewalking - I) Stan Sides, Bob Osburn ; 2) Andy
Free, Ann Kensler.

Mammoth Cave: August Expedition: August 4-6, 2006
By Karen Willmes. Expedition Leaders: Matt Mezydlo and Janice Tucker
The expedition was quite small again this year. I
guess it is expected for the one day, humid, tick and
chigger infested event. Actually, it is nice to have a
small group every once in a while. A total of 11 people
participated in the expedition with 8 going underground. Three parties were fielded . One party went to
Janet's River area to check and survey leads while a
second party surveyed to a breakdown blockade in
Watson's Trace, effectively finishing the main line. A
third party surveyed in Colossal Cave. A total of 1,249
feet of survey was done, 424 feet of new survey and
825 feet of resurvey .

Charles Fox led Joyce Hoffmaster and Daniel
Gregor to the Janet's River area to check and survey
leads off the C and D surveys. Previous flooding in the
C survey and questionable notes/sketch made it difficult to know exactly where they were in the C. They
decided to check the D survey. Several leads were
checked and surveyed but all fizzled out. Last station
was pseudo-tied to A91 across lanet's River Canyon.
Doug Baker led George Bilbrey to try and finish
the main survey line in Watson's Trace. Mission accomplished. 340 feet of passage was mapped to a
breakdown blockade, which ends Watson's Trace
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proper. The average dimensions of the passage were
10 feet high by 40 feet wide. A potential paleocaim
was noticed along with other paleontological and archaeological items. Several possible side leads were
also noted . Tom Brucker led Matt Mezydlo and Greg
Holbrook to Serpentine Canyon in Colossal Cave.
They managed to replace the survey through the rock
tube shortcut from U30 (Ehman Trail) to Serpentine
Canyon. Then they replaced the survey in Serpentine
towards Colossal River, eventually tying to a F4 station in Colossal River. A few mop-up tie-ins needed
this direction. A replacement survey is still needed the
other direction in Serpentine.

Aly and Mandy Harris, a mother and 8-year-old
daughter from Arkansas, stopped by to see the facility .
Mandy is a caving junkie already and soaked everything up. I predict a future CRFer here . Janice Tucker
served as camp manager and once again did a great
job. Shirley Fox and Debbie Holbrook assisted her. I
would like to thank Janice, Shirley and Debbie for all
their hard work. Also, thanks to all for the cleaning of
the facility.
Janet's River - Charles Fox, Joyce Hoffmaster, Daniel Gregor;
Watson's Trace - Doug Baker, George Bilbrey; Colossal Cave Tom Brucker, Matt Mezydlo, Greg Holbrook.
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